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ABSTRACT

A

new distance measure based on the derivative
of linear prediction (LP) phase spectrum is proposed
for comparison of speech spectre.
Relationships
among several distancs neasures based on the linear
prediction coefficients (LPCs) are discussed. The
advantages of the new measure and an efficient
method of computing it are also discussed.
I.

INTRODUCTION

In speech processing systems it is often
necessary to compare two framea of speech data in
order to determine whether they belong to the same
class of sounds or to different classes. For this
purpose s suitable messure of dissimilarity between the two frames is used. The measure is celled
distance measure or distance metric. It is often
preferable to have a distance measure d(x,y) between two frames of data x and y, thst possesses
the following properties summarized by Gray and
Markel in [13
1.
d(x,y) = d(y,x) symmetry

the highest scores among several parameter sets
derived from linear prediction coefficients. The
unweighted Euclidean distance based on cepstral
coefficients is referred to as cepetral distance
measure. Magill [6] and Itakura
[7] proposed the
ratio of LP residual energies (likelihood ratio) for
comparing test and reference data. Cray and Markel
[1] proposed a coah measure which was obtained by
averaging two aonsymmetrical likelihood ratios.
This new measure posaeaaes the desirable symmetry
property of a diatance measure, although the individual log likelihood ratios do mat. Interrelationships among the different meaaures were studied and
it was found that cepatral and coah measures satisfy the general criteria uaeful for distance measures in speech processing [1].

above requirements.

The reason for the choice of smoothed spectrum
for comparison is that it can be represented by a
small number of parameters compared to actual
values of power spectrum or aignal waveform. These
parameters representing the smoothed spectral behavior are efficiently computed through LP analysis
[4] or cepstram analysis [8]. Moreover, the smoothed spectrum contains mast of the significant features of the vocal tract system, like farmants.
The
parametric representation results in large data
reduction, thus saving in computation time of distance measures. Far example, the rma lag spectral
measure can he computed efficiently using cepetral
coefficients [1]. Cray and Markel conclude, after
comparing several distance measures far speech processing, that the rms log spectral measure makes
the best reference paint far comparison because "it
can be physically interpreted; it is analytically
tractable, easily and efficiently computed, and
relatable to several other widely used measures of
distance".

Distance measures based an log power spectra
have been suggested for classification of speech
sounds [ 21. But measures based on the smoothed
spectral behavior have been applied extensively in
several applications. Henceforth in this paper
spectrum refers to smoothed spectrum and power
spectrun refers to the original spectrum of the
good reaulta were reported [3] in a speaksignal.
er identification teat while using a root mean
square (ma) measure bstwaeo test and reference log
spectra obtained fran linear prediction (LP) analysis [4] . This will be referred to as an rma log
spectral measure. Atal [5] has shown for a speaker
verification teat that weighted Euclidean distance
meaaura based on cepstral coefficients resulted in

The choice of lag spectrum far distance measure
computation overcomes one important prablea of
spectral representation, namely, the dynamic range.
Large dynamic range in spectrum does not bring
out clearly the differences in the law level far—
mente in the distance.
This is probably the reason
why distances based directly an the autncarrelatian
coefficients da nat yield goad results in speech
praceeeing systems, compared to those based an
cepetral coefficients [5]: the autocarrelation
coefficients era the Fourier coefficients of power
spectrum and the cepetral coefficients are the
Fourier coefficients of lag spectrum.
However,
there appears to be one major problem with the ms
lag spectral meaeure. The errors due to any for—

2.

d(x,y) > 0
d(x,x) = 0

3.

d(x,y) should have a physically mesningful
interpretation

4.

It should be possible to efficiently
evsluate d(x,y)

for x

y) ness

positive defimite—

Ia this paper we -1iscuss a distance messurs based
on the derivative of linear prediction phase
spectrum and show thst the now measure meets the
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mant exists throughout the frequency range, causing
errors in the regions of other formants where there
is no error. This is shown in Fig. 1 where log
spectra for two all—pole models differing only in
the first formant are shown. The difference between
the two spectra is large throughout the frequency
range. What is desirable is to have errors due to
a formant occur oniy in the region around the formant frequency. It is not possible to achieve this
using spectra in which the magnitude functions of
the individual formants are multiplicative. It is
to be noted that the logarithm operation on spectra
does not overcome this problem [8].
We propose in this paper a new distance measure
which overcomes the above mentioned problem of ms
log spectral distance. The proposed measure is
based on the derivative of LP phase spectrum [8]
in which the squared magnitude functions of indivi—
dual formants are additive rather than multiplicative.
Relationships among the ras log spectral
measure, log likelihood ratio measure and the pro—
posed new measure are discussed. The results are
illustrated for several voiced segments of speech.
RELATIONSHIPS AMONG DISTAECE MEASURES

In this section we consider the properties of
the rms log spectal distance and the log likelihood
ratio and discuss some of the limitations of these
measures. Usually the smoothed spectra used for
comparison of speech data are derived from LP analysis. Let a /A(e0) and a/A (e0) be the two all—
pole models of the two data frames under comparison.
Here a and at are the gain terms and 9 is the normalized frequency. These models describe the appro—
ximate frequency responses of the vocal tract
systems corresponding to the two frames and the
peaks in these responses represent the formants.
The optimum digital inverse filters A(z) and A(z)
for the two frames are of the form
A(z)

in

ln

A(e)

k1

and

(e) = - Z. c(k)

where [g(k)) and
coefficients and
filters.

N

L a' (k)zk

+

kl

V

JO

a(k) '(n-k)

e(n)

A

suitable choice for the value of the gain a is
the energy in the LP residual for the original
signal x (n) from which the filter A (z) is derived.
This choice makes the total energies in

x(n)

x

In spectral

(n) equal in the analysis frame [4].
domain (8) can be written as

—

aA(e0)/A' (e)
IF

eJ8Ie3WE

J

E=

)

)

—
—

2

yr

E(e) l2d0
2

IA(e

r'

JO

2 A' (e)

dO

(10)

The residual energy E is equal to zero if
equivalent to
, which, from (6) ,

(e0)

c(k) = c

is

j

notice that
(k),
if the cepstral coefficients for the two frames of
data are equal, then the phase responses of the
corresponding all—pole models are also equal. That

(3)

and

(4)

k=1, 2, . .

.

From (7) we

is

' (e)

where

f(e)

and

The energy in the error signal is given by

(2)

by evaluating A(z) and A(z) respect—
ively on z=e0, which corresponds to the unit
circle in the z—plane. Let

and

(8)

k0

are the linear predictor
is the order of the all—pole

IA1(e°)

I

sponse
(n) of the all—pole filter a IA (z) is
Then the
passed through the inverse filter A(z).
residual signal e(n) is given by

(1)

A(e0)

A' (eJO)

(7)

Comparison of the LP smoothed spectra can be
made in terms of the energy in the residual signal
as follows. Let us assume that the impulse re—

a(k))

A(e°)

sin kO

The cepstral coefficients [c(k) can be derived
recursively from the linear predictor coefficients
[a(k)3 as shown in [1].

We get the frequency responses A(e0)

A(e0)

(6)

-

k= 1

k=l
A' (z) =

(5)

L c(k) cos kO

I

E(e0) =
a(k)zk

c(k)e

-

A(e)

k=l
where c(k)3
are called cepstral coefficients.
Writing (5) in terms of magnitude and phase respon—
ses, we get

M

= I+

and

and

of the filters A(z) and A (z) respectively. For a
stable all—pole filter the roots of A(z) lie within
the unit circle and A(
)1. In such a case, a
Taylor series expansion of,logarithn of A(e jO) gives

(11)

This result shows that the residual energy in (10)
is also equal to zero if the LP phase spectra of
the two frames are equal.

are the phase responses
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That is

The above discussion suggests two possible
distance measures:
U

Ii

L0k(e)12 de

2

a

=

(12)

and

jo)]2

E2

do

(13)

is referred to as likelihood ratio measure [6]
as the minimum prediction residual meaE1
sure [7].
as
Rewriting

and ln

E1

2
=

do,

sr

(14)

we observe that it depends upon the ratio of

the

frequency responses of the all-pole filters.
The
measure
satisfies three of the four desirable
properties of a distance measure. The symmetry
property is not satisfied by E1 as cgm be seen
interchanging the roles of
A(e3 ) and A' (e ).
The
measure in which the roles of A(e3
distagce
and A' (e3 ) are reversed in (14) is given by

E

(20)

(k) ]2

k1
As shown in Fig. 1, if log spectrum is used
for distance computation, then the error caused by
a shift in one foment exists to a significant
extent in the regions of the other formants also.
This problem can be overcome if we use the derivative of the LP phase spectrum in which the squared
magnitude functions of the different tormants are
additive. Fig. 2 shows the derivative of the phase
spectra for the two all—pole models considered in
Fig. 1. It is evident that the derivations are
confined to the first formant region and there is
This
a perfect match at the other two ferments.
suggests that e measure based on the derivative of
the phase spectrum should be very useful for comparing two frames of speech date. The derivative
of the phase spectrum f(e0) of (7) is given by

-

d

A(ejo)

It can easily be shown that E2 in (13)
ms

1

where

r

dO

(22)

L k2[c(k)-c'(k) ]2
ms

a'

-ln

A' (ed®)

In actual computations only a finite number of
terms in the summation in (22) are used. Let us
define E2 and E3 for finite number of terms as

+

(17)

E2(N)

kl

[c(k)-c' (k) ]2

)

(23)

k1

Let

and

(In

N

lm a')2

(13)

E3(N)

and

zk2[c(k)-c'(k)]2

k
=

(k))2

0

tance between

is also equal to the aruared die—
4(e ) and
I (e ). That ta

O =

ffl [I(eJO)

S [I(e)]

=

=

-

I (e) 2

dO

ill.

dO (from

(24)

1

respectively. The convergence of E, will be somewhat poorer than B2 and hence a larger number N of
terms may be necessary to represent the distance
between the derivative of phase spectra compared to
the distance between the log spectra.
But for most
speech spectra classification it is adequate to consider a value in the range 14—20 for a limear predictor of order 14.

(19)

k=I
The distance

d

This shows that the distance based on the derive—
tive of phase spectrum can be computed in a manner
similar to the
log spectral distance, i.e.,
using cepstral coefficients.

(16)

using (6) and (16) it cam be shown that
(In a-lm a')2

dO

03

=

a

JA(e30)

d

(21)

k=l

)v(e)J2 2rr

1n—a

V(e)

rdf() - df'°fl

_1
corres-

ponds to the
log spectral measure, which by
definition is given by [1]

d=

c(k) cos kG

k=l
The distance F3 between the derivative of two phase
spectra is given by

2

=_L rr A'(e
1
2rrJ-i-r

df(e0) =

(9))

COMPARISON OF DISTANCE MEASURES

The performance of the proposed distance
measure (E3) was compared with the me log spectral

F2

measure

(E2)

and the likelihood ratio measures

(F1 and E1) using a selected set of data chosen
from utterances recorded for a dltits task.
The
results indicate that the distance measure based
on the derivative of the phase spectrum, i.e.,

Therefore if the gain terms a and a' are equal,
then
g2 is equai to the rca ieg spectral neseure.
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E3(M), has performed equally well or sometimes better than the likelihood ratio
or the
(E1 and
rms log spectral
measures. It E)
seems that
(E2(M))
a value of N around 20 yields the best results for
E3(M) although it appears to be not very critical.
Currently we are studying the performance of
this new measure in a speech recognition system.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

Distance measures based on the derivative of
linear prediction phase spectrum provide an attractive alternative to the widely adopted log likelihood ratio and
log spectral measures. The new
measure possesses a very useful property that
the deviations around the formant regions only are
reflected in the measure. Moteover, in the derivative of linear prediction phase spectrum a shift
in a formant frequency produces error in the region
around the formant and the shift does not affect
the errors at the other formant regions. We feel
that this is a very useful requirement for classifying speech sounds that have significant formant
structure. The new measure possesses the important
property of symmetry unlike likelihood ratio measures and also it can be computed efficiently using cepstral coefficients which can be derived recursively from LPCs.
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Log spectra for two all—pole filters
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